Worndering which Docker subscription is right for you?

Don’t worry, we’ve got you covered. Docker has four subscription tiers: Personal, Pro, Team, and Business. We created this ’cheat sheet’ to highlight some of the differences between each tier and to help you choose the one that’s best for you.

**Docker Personal**
Docker Personal is free and includes all the essentials to build, share, and run cloud-native applications.

**Feature Highlights:**
- Fast, local app development for MacOS and Windows with Docker Desktop®
- Unlimited public repositories so you can share container images with your team, customers, or the Docker community at large
- Up to 200 image pulls per day from Docker Hub including access to Docker Official images and Docker Verified Publisher images so you can build securely from the start

**Best Suited For:**
- Individual developers
- Students and instructors
- Non-commercial open source
- Small businesses and startups*  

*Docker Desktop is free to use, as part of the Docker Personal subscription, for individuals, non-commercial open source developers, students and educators, and small businesses of less than 250 employees AND less than $10 million in revenue. Commercial use of Docker Desktop at a company of more than 250 employees OR more than $10 million in annual revenue requires a paid subscription (Pro, Team, or Business) to use Docker Desktop.

**Docker Pro**
Docker Pro accelerates productivity for individual developers so you can spend more time focused on building great apps.

**Feature Highlights:**
- Integrations for your favorite tools, including Visual Studio Code, IntelliJ, GitHub, GitLab, Atlassian Bitbucket, and more
-Automatically scan, sign, and push completed builds to your Docker Hub account!
- Up to 5,000 container image pulls per day so you can build, share, and run cloud-native applications at the speed of innovation

**Best Suited For:**
- Individual developers

**Docker Team**
Build better together with Docker Team which includes features for collaboration, team management, and essential security capabilities.

**Feature Highlights:**
- Simplify user management with role-based access control and unlimited scoped tokens
- Secure your development workflow with audit logs and automated image vulnerability scans on Docker Hub
- Collaborate faster than ever with unlimited teams and private repositories

**Best Suited For:**
- Small teams
- Development team managers

**Docker Business**
Docker Business enables enterprise-scale management and security for businesses.

**Feature Highlights:**
- Efficiently manage all Docker development environments with centralized management, Single Sign-On, and add-on features like premium support and IP Allowlisting
- Maintain security with Registry and Image Access Management by limiting which registries and container images developers can use
- Purchase via invoice is only available when purchasing 50 or more seats
- Purchase via credit card is available when purchasing 5 or more seats

**Best Suited For:**
- Large teams
- Businesses needing advanced security and management tools

Get started today
Docker subscriptions provide the productivity and collaboration developers rely on with the scale and security businesses demand. Visit the Docker pricing page to compare all features and get started with one of our subscriptions today.